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ABSTRACT 
Concrete，rock-like materials are these brittle materials which were composed of 
grain , they have similar mechanics character. Concrete is main structural material 
which is extensively applied to civil engineering such as bridge, high building; Rock 
is also main structural material which is extensively applied to high sloping project, 
tunnel, underground project etc. Acoustic Emission (AE) technology is one of 
important real time, dynamic non-destructive testing methods, which is used to detect 
the damage in materials or structures. Applying this technology to test concrete or 
rock structure damage is very significant in the future. 
   Because of little theories on acoustic emission application, and perfect 
relationship have not established between mechanics parameter and acoustic emission 
parameter so far, which obstructs application of AE technology in the real inspection. 
The paper studied the AE characters of concrete and rock in condition of uniaxial 
compression by experiments, and applied Grey Model to forecast AE count in 
concrete and rock before failure during uniaxial compression. The main contents were 
as follows: 
(1) Firstly, uniaxial compress experiment and AE experiment were studied on 
concrete, steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC), and the typical curves of 
time-stress-acoustic emission count and time-stress-acoustic emission rate were 
derived and analyzed. Some precursory characters of AE were discovered when the 
concrete and rock-like material approached to failure. 
(2) Secondly, based on the theory of acoustic emission rate process, the Ohtsu 
and Dai experiential formulas were brought in. The relationship between stress and 
AE counts were studied by using these two experiential formula, and the 
corresponding parameters were derived. At the same time, AE probability density 
function was brought forward and was used for evaluating material damage, some 
instructed results were derived. 
(3) Thirdly, by analyzing the Dai experiential formula, a new damage parameter 
was defined on the base of this formula for the first time at home, while the linear 
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relationship between damage parameter and AE counts were derived, so the theory 
was provided for using AE technology to evaluate materials damage.   
(4) Fourthly, based on typical time-stress curves and time-AE count curves and 
experiment results, a new method was attempted to study the relationship between 
mechanics parameter and AE parameter.  
(5) Lastly, AE time sequence forecast model was established by applying GM 
(1,1) model, which was modified by defining a decrease coefficient. The forecast 
value of AE count accorded with the detected vale well by using modified model, this 
method layed the foundation of forecast theory of using AE technology. 
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